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A system with Hamiltonian H 0 is assumed to undergo a phase transition at transition 
temperature T 0• When a small perturbation term J..H1 is added to H 0, the transition temper
ature will depend on the coupling parameter }. and the critical indices will in general be 
changed. The change induced by the application of J..H' is classified into three types, and 
these types are discussed for the cases of anisotropic Ising ferromagnets by means of ther
modynamic perturbation theory and scaling law equation for spin correlation functions. 

§ I. Introduction 

Suppose a system described by the Hamiltonian H 0 that undergoes a phase 
transition at transition temperature T 0• When a small perturbation term J.H' is 
added to H 0 , the feature of phase transition will be changed in some respects. 
Generally speaking, the order of phase transition may be altered, but let us 
restrict ourselves to the cases in which it is unaltered. Then one may first 
expect that the transition temperature Tc becomes a function of J.. As for the 
X dependence of Tc, we may consider the following two possibilities: Tc (X) is 
either analytic or singular at the point ). = 0. Secondly, the critical indices will 
be unchanged or changed according to the nature of perturbation. One may 
thus classify the change associated with the application of J.H' into three types 
shown in the following Table. 

Table I. Classification of change of phase transition. 

transition tern perature critical indices 

type I analytic in }. no change 

type II singular in }. no change 

type III analytic or singular in }. change 

A trivial example of type I is the case in which the perturbation Hamiltonian 
H' is the unperturbed one itself. That is, we change the Hamiltonian of the 
system from H 0 to (1 +X) H 0• It is clear that in this case the Tc (J..) is expressed 
as Tc (l) = T 0 (1 +X) and that the critical indices are never changed. Herman 
and Dorfman1> have considered the two-dimensional Ising ferromagnet with nearest 
and next-nearest neighbor interactions, taking the latter interaction as perturbation. 
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340 R. Abe 

They have shown that the qualitative feature of phase transition is essentially 
the same as the unperturbed one, and calculated Tc (A) up to the term of A2

• 

Their system thus belongs to the type I by our classification. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the types II and III, taking ani

sotropic Ising ferromagnets as examples. In § 2, we will consider a two-dimen
sional anisotropic Ising model and study the A dependence of specific heat in 
the neighborhood of transition point. Some exact features of the system are 
emphasized, since they are taken over to a study of three-dimensional system. 
We will discuss in § 3 the Ising film in which a small exchange interaction is 
exerted between layers. By means of thermodynamic perturbation theory and 
scaling law equation for spin correlation functions, it is shown that the system 
belongs to the type II. Section 4 is devoted to a study of three-dimensional 
anisotropic Ising system and the A dependences of specific heat, susceptibility, 

critical magnetization are discussed. A distribution of Lee-Yang zeros is also 
briefly referred to. 

§ 2. Two-dimensional anisotropic Ising model 

Consider a simple square Ising ferromagnet in which the horizontal nearest 
neighbor interaction is given by J and the vertical one by AJ (Fig. 1). The 
exact transition temperature obtained by Onsager2

) is given by the equation 

sh(2Kc)sh(2AKc) =1, (2·1) 

where K = {3J ({3 = 1/kT). When A is positive and small, the asymptotic solution 

of Eq. (2 ·1) is found to be 

Kc::=:- t [ln A+ ln (- t ln A) + · .. ]. (2·2) 

W eng, Griffiths and Fisher3
) and Fisher4

) have discussed the above dependence 

of Tc on A, considering a lower or an upper bound of transition temperature. 
Let us now consider the present system from the following point of view. 

If A= 0, the vertical interaction vanishes, thus the· system is reduced essentially 
to a one-dimensional case. Conversely, one can regard the horizontal interaction 
as an unperturbed Hamiltonian and the vertical one as a small perturbation. As 
is well known, a one-dimensional Ising system does not undergo a phase transition, 
but one can assume that the transition temperature in this case is absolute zero. 
Then one may raise a question how the feature of phase transition is modified 
when the perturbation AH' is applied. Since the main problem of this paper is 

i\J i\J J.J i\ J 

J J J 

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional anisotropic Ising model. 
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Some Remarks on Perturbation Theory and Phase Transition 341 

to discuss a connection between the change of phase transition and the pertur
bation, it is instructive to examine the present model in some details. 

The exact solution for this model obtained by Onsager2
) is 

--= ln 2 +- ln ( ch 2K ch 2J...K- sh 2K cos w- sh 2J...K cos w') dwdw', In Z 1 171 irr 
N 2n2 o o 

(2·3) 

where Z is the canonical partition function and N is the total number of spins. 
From the above equation, the specific heat near the transition point is calculated 

to be 

__!2_..---A. (ln J...)3ln IT- Tc I· 
Nk 2n Tc 

(2·4) 

It is seen from Eq. (2 · 4) that the specific heat is divergent logarithmically for 
any small J... unless it is zero and that the amplitude of specific heat depends on 
J.... The former fact is supposed to represent a current belief that the critical 
indices are insensitive to details of interaction as far as it is of short-ranged. 
A similar situation would also be expected for a three-dimensional system, and 
this will be discussed in § 4. Also, our main problem will be to find the A 
dependence of amplitude for some quantities of physical interest. 

§ 3. Two-layer Ising film 

The two-layer Ising film has been studied previously by Ballentine, o) and 
more recently by Allan.6

) As a matter of fact, Allan has discussed the n X oo X oo 
simple cubic lattices with n = 2, 3, 4 and 5 by means of high temperature series 
expansion. These authors are mainly concerned with the isotropic exchange 
interaction, but we are going to study a two-layer problem in which the exchange 
interaction between layers is J...J, whereas that in a layer is J (Fig. 2). The 
reason for dealing with such a system is twofold : first, we would like to show 
that a phase transition of the system is of the type II, and secondly, the follow
ing procedure is naturally extended to a three-dimensional system. Before going 
into the details, we note that the present model undergoes a phase transition 
characteristic of a two-dimensional Ising ferromagnet, 6) in particular the suscep

tibility index is given by r = 714. 
In the presence of magnetic field H, an obvious choice of unperturbed and 

perturbation Hamiltonian is 

Fig. 2. Two-layer Ising film. 
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342 R. Abe 

Ho=- :E JsisJ-H:E Si, 
intra layer 

J..H' = - :E J..Jsisi' . 
inter layer 

The partition function of the system is written as 

Z = tr [ e-P'<Ho+>-H'>] = tr ( eKo+>-K') , 

(3 ·la) 

(3·lb) 

(3·2) 

where we have introduced notations K 0 = - {3H0 and K' = - (3H' for simplicity. 
If we divide Eq. (3 · 2) by the partition function Zo for the unperturbed system, 
we have 

Z t ( K0 >..K') 
-= r e e -<e>-K') 
Z0 tr (eKo) ' 

(3·3) 

where < ) implies a thermodynamic average for the unperturbed system. A 
simple application of cumulant expansion7

> leads us to the following perturbation 
senes: 

ln Z =In Z0 + <e>..K' -l)c =In Z0 + J..<K')c + (A2/2 !) <K'2)c + · · ·. (3·4) 

We first study the terms <K')c and <K'2)c and generalize the results to higher 
order terms. A quantity <K')c is given by 

(3·5) 

Since there is no interaction between layers for the unperturbed Hamiltonian, 
we find <sisi'>=<si)2 =<s)2

, thus Eq. (3·5) is reduced to 

(3·6) 

where N is the total number of lattice points in one layer. Next, by means of 
the formula of cumulant expansion, <K'2)c is expressed as 

<K'2)c = <K'2
)-<K')2 = K 2 :E [ <sisi,s1sr)- <sisi,)<sJsr)] 

= K 2 :E [ <sis1)
2

- <si)2<sJ)2
], 

ij 
(3·7) 

where the summation by i, j is extended over lattice points on one layer (see 
Fig. 3). 

It is unfortunately impossible to calculate Eqs. (3 · 6) and (3 · 7) exactly, 
but one may find some essential features of perturbation terms on the basis of 
scaling law. According to this law, the average <s> and the pair correlation 
function g(R) above and near the transition point are written as8> 

<s> = e-r+<df2>f(hjedf2), 

g (R) = <sosR)- <so)<sR) = e11
-
2
r g (Rj~, hje1112

), 

i' j' 

j 

Fig. 3, 

(3·8a) 

(3·8b) 
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Some Remarks on Perturbation Theory and Phase Transition 343 

where e is defined by 

s = (T- To) /To , (3·9) 

which describes a deviation of temperature from the unperturbed transition tem
perature. Furthermore, h is the magnetic field in an appropriate unit, L1 the gap 
parameter introduced by Domb and Hunter,9

) ~ the correlation length whose 
behavior in the vicinity of transition point is usually expressed as 

(3·10) 

Since we are interested in the case of small A., it is expected that the deviation 
of Tc (A.) from T 0 is small, so that we may assume that s~l. Therefore, the 
scaling law equations valid for small s are applicable for the following discus
siOns. 

Combining Eq. (3·6) with Eq. (3·8a), we have 

<K')c = Ns4
-

2r cfh (h/e 412
), (3 ·11) 

where a quantity K is included in the definition of cjJ1• Furthermore, from Eqs. 
(3 · 7) and (3 · 8b), it follows that 

<K12)c = K 2N ~ g (R) {<sosR) + <so)<sR)}. (3 ·12) 
R 

Since a mam contribution to the sum comes from a region with large R, one 
may replace the sum by an integral and approximate a quantity in curly brackets 
by 2<s)2

• As a result, we get 

Introducing a change of variable R=~t and using a scaling law relation vd= 
Ll- r with d the dimensionality (d = 2 in the present case)' we find 

(3 ·13) 

The above procedure is easily extended to higher order terms of perturba
tion series. In general, a term <K'n)c is expressed by means of n-body spin 
correlation function. A generalization of scaling law to this function was dis
cussed by Kawasakj/0

) and an application of his results yields 

(3 ·14) 

In this way, the perturbation series (3 · 4) is shown to be expressed as 

ln Z = ln Z 0 + N :i: Aned-(n+l)r (/Jn(__!!_). 
n=l .z4fi 

(3 ·15) 

Furthermore, a scaling law equation for ln Z 0 reads 

(3 ·16) 
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344 R. Abe 

Therefore, combining Eqs. (3 ·15) and (3 ·16), we have 

In Z= N £:. J...nsd-(n+l)r Cf!n(_l!_). 
n=O c, 11fi 

(3 ·17) 

It is recognized from this equation that higher order terms are more diver
gent in the limit c-c)O. However, since Eq. (3 ·17) is essentially a power series 
in terms of J...jsr, one can write Eq. (3 ·17) in the following form: 

(3 ·18) 

This equation implies that the coupling parameter J... IS scaled as a factor J...jsr. 
Therefore, Eq. (3 ·18) may be regarded as a generalization of usual scaling law 

. to the case where the perturbation Hamiltonian is applied. 

We are now going to discuss a shift of transition temperature. To do this, 
we set h = 0 and remember that the present model should exhibit a phase transi
tion which is characteristic of two-dimensional system. This means that the be
havior of In Zj N in the vicinity of Tc (J...) and above the transition point is ex
pressed as 

where C Is a constant and s' is given by 

s' = [T- Tc(J...) ]/Tc (J...). 

On the other hand, putting h = 0 in Eq. (3 ·18), we find 

In Z/ N = 8 11 -r (/)2 (J.../ sr, 0). 

Thus, equating Eqs. (3 ·19) and (3 · 21), we get 

s' = sF(J...jsr). 

(3 ·19) 

(3·20) 

(3. 21) 

(3 ·22) 

Just at the transition temperature Tc (J...), the quantity s' should be zero. Since 
the transition temperature is expected to increase as an application of pertur
bation, s is positive at Tc (J...). Consequently, in order to satisfy Eq. (3 · 22), a 
function F(x) should have a zero point which we denote as 1/ Ar. As a result, 
we have at T= Tc (J...) that c = AJ...11r or [Tc (J...) - T0] /To= AJ...11r. From this relation, 

it follows that 

(3. 23) 

Since r = 7/4, Tc ().) has a branch point at it= 0. Therefore, we can conclude 
that the present model belongs to the type II according to our classification. 

§ 4. Three-dimensional anisotropic Ising model 

If one increases the number of layers of Ising film discussed in § 3 from 
2, 3, .. · to oo, one may have a three-dimensional anisotropic system. This system 
is expected to undergo a phase transition characteristic of three dimension irres
pectively of J... unless J... is zero, in the same sense that a two-dimensional ani-
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Some Remarks on Perturbation Theory and Phase Transition 345 

sotropic system behaves two-dimensionally as far as }.=f=O. Therefore, the phase 
transition of the present model will be described by three-dimensional critical 
indices. 

As in § 3, it is natural to take an assembly of independent two-dimensional 
layers as unperturbed Hamiltonian and the interaction between layers as pertur
bation. Then, as mentioned above, one would expect that an application of per

turbation changes the critical indices from two-dimensional ones to three-dimensional 
ones, however small the perturbation may be. In other words, the present model 
belongs to the type III. 

Perturbation expansion for the system under consideration is carried out in 
the same way as in § 3. For instance, a term <K'2)c is given by 

This expression is formally identical to Eq. (3 · 7), but we have to note that the 
sum extends over all the lattice points. It is easily seen that a contribution of 

configuration shown by Fig. 4 vanishes; remaining terms come from the con
figurations indicated by (a) and (b) in Fig. 5. Applying scaling law equations 

and repeating the same procedure as in the previous section, we get essentially 
the same result as Eq. (3 ·13). In connection with this, we would like to note 
that Nesis11

) has already obtained a similar result. 
A generalization of the above procedure to higher order terms can be per

formed as in § 3. Then it turns out that a contribution of the n-th order term 
is essentially the same as Eq. (3 ·14). ---Thus, the In Z per lattice point is ex
pressed as 

(4·1) 

Since the system is expected to behave three-dimensionally, the behavior of In Z/N 
for h=O has a form 

(4·2) 

where c' is defined by Eq. (3 · 20), Ll' and r' are critical indices for a three-dimen
sional Ising ferromagnet. Hereafter, we will denote the quantities of three di
mension by putting primes. 

On the basis of Eqs. ( 4 ·1) and ( 4 · 2), a shift of transition temperature is 
found in the same way as in § 3. We are led to 

Tc (A) = To (1 + Bl11r). ( 4 · 3) 

j' 

j' 

i' 
j 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
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346 R. Abe 

It is convenient for further discussions to transform from e to e'. Eliminating T 
from the defining equations for e and e' and using Eq. ( 4 · 3), we find 

e = e' + BAt;r. (4·4) 

Substituting Eq. ( 4 · 4) into Eq. ( 4 ·1), and choosing A/en as a new variable, we 
have 

(4·5) 

We are now in a position to discuss A dependences of amplitudes of physical 
quantities such as specific heat, susceptibility, etc. By putting h = 0 in Eq. ( 4 · 5) 
and noting Eq. ( 4 · 2), we get 

(4·6) 

The middle equation on the above line should be valid for e' ~1, so should be 
the right-hand side. Keeping A fixed, taking the limit e' ~o and assuming that 
?J!(x) rvxP for X~OO, We have 

P= [J -r- (J' -r') J/r. (4·7) 

Or, using a scaling law relation J- r = 2- a, J'- r' = 2-a' with a and a' are 
critical indices for specific heat for two and three dimensions, respectively, we find 

P= (a' -a) /r. (4·8) 

In this way, the A dependence of free energy in the absence of magnetic field 
is expressed as 

fs(J., e')ocA(a'-a)/re'"''-r', 

and therefore that of specific heat is given by 

cOCA (a' -a)jr e'-a'. (4·9) 

A numerical result9
> a'=1/8 and rigorous results a=O, r=7/4 lead us to 

CocA1114e'-118
• In the same way, the A dependence of susceptibility is shown to be 

(4·10) 

whence it follows that XOCA- 2
/

7e'-5
/

4 by the use of a result r' = 5/4. 
The above procedure is easily extended to a discussion of critical behavior 

of magnetization at e' = 0. From Eq. ( 4 · 5), the magnetization M is generally 
expressed as 

(4·11) 

Assuming that Moch1113' and (J)(x,y) behaves as (J)(x,y)r-.../xPyq for x,y~oo, we 
find putting s' = 0 

q = 1/o', (J/2) -r-Pr-q(J/2) =O. (4·12) 

By the use of a scaling law relation 1/o= (J-2r)/J, we have from Eq. (4·12) 
p= (J/2r) (o-1 -o'-1

). Thus we are led to 
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Some Remarks on Perturbation Theory and Phase Transition 34 7 

Moe}. (Jf2T)(o-Lo'-1) hlfo'. ( 4 ·13) 

Substitution of numerical values results in MocJ..- 217h115
• 

Equations ( 4 · 9), ( 4 ·10) and ( 4 ·13) are considered as a generalization of 
Eq. (2 · 4). It is an interesting aspect of the J.. dependence that the power of J.. 
is expressed as a mixture of two-dimensional critical indices and three-dimen
sional ones. In connection with this, it should be noticed that the critical indices 
are independent of dimensionality in a classical theory of phase transition, so 
that the amplitudes of physical quantities become J.. independent in this theory. 
In other words, the fact that the amplitudes do depend on J.. is regarded as a 
deviation of true phase transition from a prediction of classical theory. 

In closing this paper, we would like to add one remark on a distribution 
on Lee-Yang12

> zeros in the present case. By repeating the same discussion as 
in a previous paper18

> and using Eq. ( 4 ·10), we can find that the J.. dependence 
of critical angle (} c is given by 

(}cOCA (J-J')/2T c' J' /2. (4·14) 

The results9
> L1 = 15/4 and Ll' = 25/8 give rise to the dependence (JcocJ..5128c125

/
16

• 

The distribution of Lee-Yang zeros was examined for an isotropic finite system 
by computer calculation.14

> It would be of considerable interest to extend a 
similar calculation to an anisotropic system. 
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